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1 Introduction 

The scope of this document is to present the steps that must be followed inside KISSsys in order to consider the 

deformations of the housing of a gearbox in its subsequent analysis. The user of these instructions must be able 

to interact with the model as an administrator, since the calculation results in alterations in the model. 

The applied methodology in the calculation is based on a reduced stiffness matrix of the housing, as derived by a 

Finite Element (FE) package. The stiffness matrix is reduced in the sense that the FE nodes included, 

correspond to the positions of shafts’ supports on the housing. The deformation of the housing is then included 

through modifying the offsets of the supports / bearings. 

2 General Information 

2.1 Stiffness matrix 

The stiffness matrix contains the FEM nodes coordinates and the stiffness matrix data. The file must also 

describe the unit system used in the FEM calculation. 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of the “header” of the stiffness matrix 

Once the stiffness matrix header is added, the stiffness matrix data must be present in the format given by the FE 

program (i.e. tab separated data for ANSYS, “mtx” data for ABAQUS, or “pch” data for NASTRAN). After reading 

the stiffness matrix file, KISSsys opens two new tables with the read in data for review.  

 

The structure of the stiffness matrix for 1 node is shown in below figure. 

 

 

Figure 2. Structure of the stiffness matrix for 1 node 
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The structure of the matrix for 2 nodes is shown in below figure. 

 

 

Figure 3. Structure of the stiffness matrix for 2 nodes 

Note: It must be noted here that the procedure to derive the stiffness matrix is different between FEM packages. 

In general, though, we can say, that the user must create a substructure (super-element) in the FEM program, 

having as external nodes the defined bearings nodes. Then the user can ask the program to derive the stiffness 

matrix of this substructure. More information can be found in the documentation of the FEM package used. 

2.1.1 Unit System 

Please note the below definitions of the unit systems. 

 

 

Figure 4. Unit system (sources: https://www.sharcnet.ca/Software/Ansys/17.0/en-us/help/ans_cmd/Hlp_C_UNITS.html & 

https://caeai.com/blog/tips-tricks-consistent-fea-units) 
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2.1.2 Generation with ABAQUS 

When using ABAQUS, the exported stiffness matrix plus the above definitions will result in a text file as shown 

below: 

 

 

Figure 5. Structure of the stiffness matrix using ABAQUS 

2.1.3 Generation with ANSYS 

When using ANSYS, the exported stiffness matrix plus the above definitions will result in a text file as shown 

below:  

 

  

Figure 6. Structure of the stiffness matrix using ANSYS 
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2.1.4 Generation with NASTRAN 

When using NASTRAN, the exported stiffness matrix plus the above definitions will result in a text file as shown 

below:  

  

Figure 7. Structure of the stiffness matrix using NASTRAN 

Note: In case of NASTRAN only the active units must be additionally given, since the nodal coordinates are 

already inside the pch file. 
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3 Step by step instructions 

3.1 Adding the housing element to the model 

The first step is to add the housing (kSysCasing) element to the model as shown in below figure. 

 

 

Figure 8. Adding the housing element to the KISSsys model tree 

3.2 Importing the stiffness matrix 

With a right-click on the housing element, the user can define all the necessary inputs for the analysis. As a first 

step, the “ImportStiffnessMatrix” function should be selected. 

 

 

Figure 9. Importing the stiffness matrix 
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Once this function is executed, two sheets will automatically be generated as shown in below figure. 

 

 

Figure 10. Automatic generation of tables (nodal positions and FE stiffness matrix) 

3.3 Setting the position of the nodes / housing element 

In the next steps the master nodal points must be set according to the corresponding bearing positions with 

respect to the global KISSsys coordinate system. 

3.3.1 Visual validation of the positioning process 

While positioning, the nodal points should be shown according to the bearing positions in the KISSsys model for 

validation. If nodal points are not represented, right clicking on the housing element and execute the function 

“ShowNodes”. 

 

 

Figure 11. Show nodal points in KISSsys 3D-viewer 
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Note: Note that the coordinates of the FEM nodes are shown exactly as imported with the ImportStiffnessMatrix 

function. We assume that their units are equal to the ones from the stiffness matrix. The function returns the 

correct positioning values for the housing in the “ResetPosition” window, which will result in the exact matching of 

the origins of the two coordinate systems and their correct orientation. The function returns an error in case the 

distance between the given points is different (within a tolerance) when measured in the two different coordinate 

systems (meaning that either the points are wrong, or there is a scaling between the two models). 

 

To position the housing the function “ResetPosition” can be used.  

3.3.2 Positioning with input of casing coordinates 

As one approach, the coordinates of the housing can be entered directly. To set the position of the housing 

element, the unit vector of the x- and y-axis must be defined. 

 

 

Figure 12. Positioning of the housing with input of casing coordinates 

3.3.3 Positioning with “ThreePointsPositioning” function 

As a second approach, the housing can be positioned with the function “ThreePointsPositioning”. To match the 

nodal points with the bearing center positions according to the global KISSsys coordinates system, the user must 

assign 3 nodal points to the bearing positions.  

 

Note: It is important to choose 3 nodal points, which are not collinear. In this example we can choose for example 

the bearings “b1” (node11), ”b5” (node15) and “b6” (node16) (see following figure). 
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Figure 13. Overview of nodes and bearings of the example model 

To assign the required three points to position the model, choose the KISSsys elements (bearings) and set the 

corresponding nodes. 

 

 

Figure 14. Positioning the bearings to the nodal points using “ThreePositioning” function 
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3.4 Adding a housing geometry (3D) to the model 

Note: To make it simple it is recommended to define the global coordinates system of the step file according to 

the definition in the KISSsys model (global coordinates system). 

 

With a right click on the housing element in the model tree, the execution of the “dialog” function will open a 

window in which the properties of the housing can be defined. To import a 3D-model, “Read file” must be 

selected in the selection “Type”. After confirming with ok, the 3D-model must be selected. 

 

 

Figure 15. Read in housing element (step.-file) 

Once pressing the “Refresh” button, the housing file will be represented in the 3D-view. 

 

Note: If a housing will be imported as a 3D-file, it must be either in SAT, IGES or STEP-format.  

It is advised to use a simplified housing geometry (e.g. only wireframe), especially for big housing files, so as not 

to overload the KISSsys model. 

 

 

Figure 16. Refreshing the 3D-representation 
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3.4.1.1 Setting color and transparency of the housing 

To define transparency and color of the housing, right-click on the housing element and choose the function 

“SetColor”. In the prompting window the color and the transparency can be set. 

 

 

Figure 17. Color setup of the housing element 

3.4.1.2 Show nodes in 3D-representation 

After importing the housing, the nodal points must be shown again. Check the correct positioning of the nodes 

with the function “ShowNodes”. 

 

 

Figure 18. “ShowNodes” function 

Note: The change in position of the nodal points might be related to a different definition of the origin axis (global 

coordinates system) between the KISSsys model and the imported step-file. To reposition the nodal points, 

repeat the described steps by executing the function “ResetPosition” (Three points positioning). 
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3.4.1.3 Show Bearing forces 

To show the bearing forces, set the representation mode in the 3D viewer as shown in the following figure. 

 

 

Figure 19. Show bearing forces in 3D-representation 

3.5 Execution of the calculation 

Prior to run the calculations, add the “BearingCalculations” table to the model tree as shown in below figure. 

 

 

Figure 20. Adding the table “BearingCalculation” to the KISSsys model 
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The calculation can be executed with pressing the button “Executing KISSsoft calculations using housing 

stiffness” in the icon bar (see below figure). 

 

 

Figure 21. Execution of the KISSsoft calculations 

After running the calculation, the translational and rotational displacement results are shown in the table 

“BearingCalculations”. 

 

 

Figure 22. Displacement results of the bearings shown in table “BearingCalculations” 

Note: The units of the results are the default units used in KISSsys, i.e. [mm] for offsets and [rad] for tilting 

displacements. 

3.5.1 Saving bearing offset results 

To save the calculated displacement values, right-click on the housing element in the model tree and select the 

function “SaveBearingOffsets”. 
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Figure 23. “SaveBearingsOffsets” function 

3.6 Comparison with/without influence of the housing stiffness 

3.6.1 Calculation WITHOUT influence of the housing stiffness 

3.6.1.1 Resetting the calculated bearing offset values 

To check the influence of the housing stiffness, user can first perform a calculation without the offset values. 

Therefore, right-click on the housing element and select the function “ResetBearingOffsets”. In the following 

figure the previously calculated offsets are set to zero. 

 

 

Figure 24. Resetting the bearing offsets values 
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To check the results in the KISSsoft files, run the KISSsoft calculations in KISSsys. 

 

 

Figure 25. Execution of the KISSsoft calculations 

3.6.1.2 Results (without housing stiffness) 

After calculating, the gear pair calculation can be opened. In tab “factors” the calculation of the Face load factor 

must be set according to “ISO6336-1 Annex E”. Therefore, the axis alignment will be influenced by the shaft 

calculation files. 

 

Without consideration of the housing stiffness, the calculated Face load factor equals to KHb = 1.13. 

 

 

Figure 26. Face load factor without consideration of housing stiffness 

3.6.2 Calculation WITH influence of the housing stiffness. 

3.6.2.1 Restoring the calculated bearing offset values 

As the calculation, with consideration of the housing stiffness was performed, we previously saved the 

displacement values with the function “SaveBearingOffsets”. To restore those values right click on the housing 

element and select “RestoreOffsetResults”. The offset values will be shown in the “BearingCalculations” table. 

 

 

Figure 27. Restoring the bearing offset values 
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To analyse the influence of the stiffness on the shaft- and the gear pair calculations, a simple KISSsoft 

calculation can be performed. 

 

 

Figure 28. Execution of the KISSsoft calculations 

3.6.2.2 Results (with housing stiffness) 

After calculating, the gear pair calculation can be opened. In tab “factors” the calculation of the Face load factor 

must be set according to “ISO6336-1 Annex E”. Therefore, the axis alignment will be influenced by the shaft 

calculation files. 

 

With consideration of the additional displacement due to the housing stiffness, the calculated Face load factor 

equals to KHb = 1.15. 

 

 

Figure 29. Face load factor with consideration of housing stiffness 

Note: Due to very small displacement values related to the housing stiffness, the value for the Face load factor 

varies only minimally. 

 

Depending on the loads in the gearbox, the displacements and tilting of the bearing outer rings can be small or 

large. The direction of deformation of the housing at the bearing points, which is generated by the alignment of 

the shafts to each other, is crucial for the influence on the Face load factor. 
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3.6.3 Comparison of the bending line (with / without bearing offsets) 

The effect of the housing stiffness (bearing offsets) on the bending line can be visualised with the deformation 

graphics. 

 

 

Figure 30. Deformation grafics 

In the following figure the bending line is shown for the output shaft (highest torque / forces) in case of 

consideration of housing stiffness (thin grey line) and without consideration (thick black line). 

 

 

Figure 31. Deformation (bending line of output shaft) with / without consideration of housing stiffness 
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3.6.3.1 Function “RestoreBearingOffsets” 

If required, user can reload the previously calculated offset results with a right-click on the housing element and 

the selection of the function “RestoreBearingOffsets”. 

3.7 Consideration of initial bearing offsets 

In case the housing has some initial deformations (e.g. due to external loads applied on it, temperature gradients, 

or misalignments), these deformations must be considered as initial offsets of the bearings. These initial offsets 

can for example be calculated using FEM.  

 

There are several ways to import/consider the initial offsets in the calculation as shown in below chapters. 

3.7.1 Entering the offset values in the shaft calculation files  

The easiest is to open all shaft calculation files and enter the offsets directly in the respective bearings. After 

adding the values, go back to KISSsys and right-click on the housing element in the tree structure then select the 

function “SaveBearingsOffsets” in order to consider them in the iteration. 

 

 

Figure 32. Entering the offset values in the shaft calculation files 
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3.7.2 Entering the offset values in the “BearingCalculations” table 

Another way is to import the default “BearingCalculations” table in the model and type in (or copy/paste) the initial 

offsets there. Remember to refresh the model after the initial offsets are set. 

 

 

Figure 33. Entering the offset values in the “BearingCalculations” table 

3.7.3 Reading the offset values through the stiffness matrix 

A third way is to read-in the initial offsets directly through the FEM stiffness matrix file. To achieve this, the 

following lines must be added to the stiffness matrix file: 

 

 

Figure 34. Entering the offset values in the stiffness matrix 
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Note: The coordinate system and the units of these initial offsets refer to the nodes of the stiffness matrix file. 

The order is according to the master nodes. In this example, we assume for all displacements a default value of 

0.01 mm. 

 

Once the Stiffness matrix is imported into the model, the initial offsets (defined in the stiffness matrix file) will be 

represented in the table “Housing_MasterNodePosition”. If a calculation is performed with consideration of the 

defined initial offsets, the prompting windows must be confirmed with “Yes” (see below image). 

 

 

Figure 35. Representation of the initial offset values in table “Housing_MasterNodePosition” from stiffness matrix import 

 

The results – considering initial offsets – can be found in the table “HousingAndDeformationResults”. 

 

 

Figure 36. Results with consideration of initial offsets shown in table “Housing_MappinAndDeformationResults” 
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3.8 Error message regarding assigning bearings to nodal points 

If for some reason the nodal points cannot be matched to the bearings, the following message will appear (if all 

nodes are mapped to bearings, the following message will not be shown). 

 

 

Figure 37. Error message regarding assigning bearings to nodal points 

The user must decide whether the resulting differences are acceptable. Confirming with "Yes" the calculation is 

continued with the deviation. Otherwise, the model should be checked again regarding the correct mapping of the 

points. In case the deviation is very small, the default set tolerance of the housing can be modified in the 

properties of the housing element. 

 

 

Figure 38. Entering the mapping tolerance in the properties of the housing element 
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3.9 Comparison between different housing designs 

In case different housing designs need to be compared, multiple housing elements can be added to the model 

tree in KISSsys. Once running the calculation, the required housing must be chosen in the selection menu. 

 

 

Figure 39. Calculation using different housing designs 

3.10 Results 

After execution of the calculation, the results are shown in the table “Housing_MappingAndDeformationResults”. 

The results are given in both, KISSsys and the FEM coordinate system. In this table, the mapping between FEM 

nodes and KISSsys bearings is shown for validation. 

 

 

Figure 40. Representation of results in table “Housing_MappingAndDeformationResults” 

Note: The units of the results are the default units used in KISSsys, i.e. [mm] for offsets and [rad] for tilting 

displacements. 

 

After a successful calculation, all bearings of the shaft calculation files include the resulting offset- and tilting 

values due to the housing deformation, hence these values can be used directly in order to do a more accurate 

analysis of the gear design. 
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Figure 41. Offset value shown in properties of bearings and in the shaft calculation file 

3.11 Iteration method 

Regarding the accuracy of the results, the percentage error is shown in the messages window of the KISSsys 

screen. Since the offsets of the bearings effect in general the applied forces, the whole solution runs in an 

iterative way as described in the following diagram. 
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Figure 42. Iteration method implemented in KISSsys 

The percentage shown in the messages window of KISSsys refers to the difference in the reaction forces and the 

offsets between the two last iterations. 

 

 

Figure 43. Messages window in KISSsys showing the iteration progress 

In case no convergence is achieved in the maximum number of iterations set by the user, the program returns a 

message and keeps the results of the last iteration.  

 

The maximum number of iterations can be set in the properties window of the housing element (it is proposed to 

use at least 3 iteration steps). 

 

 

Figure 44. Maximum number of iterations in settings of housing element 

Note: In case of “flexible” housings with large deformations, the number of iterations can be exceeded. 

Nevertheless, the solution of the last iteration can still be used, after it is checked by the user (taking also into 

account the percentage error). 


